SoftStepTM - Products
The entire environmentally friendly SoftStep™ line is manufactured from recycled rubber tires and
is ideal for all barn entrances, aisle-ways, wash & tack stalls, path-ways and horse exercisers. These
tiles offer a cost effective alternative to concrete or asphalt. They are perfect for both new barn and
retrofit construction. Offering a non-slip surface even when wet, they will provide and your horse
with a comfortable, sure footed surface. With a substantial insulation factor, the SoftStep™ tiles help
prevent the transfer of cold and dampness.
All of our patented SoftStep™ tiles are made with a smooth finish surface characterized by a low
profile pattern to allow for ease of sweeping. All tiles are durable under, equestrian, farm equipment,
and pedestrian traffic. All tiles are resilient to cleaning and disinfecting products and are
manufactured with U.V. stabilization. Installation is not difficult as the tiles are easy to handle,
assemble quickly with the larger surface area and can be cut with most simple tools such as a jig saw
or skill saw.

Keystone
Our Keystone tile offers a patented full interlocking design with the elegance of the
Keystone pattern. This tile is recommended for all equestrian applications and
installations. In areas where there are no edge or wall restraints, snap-edging or
restraint bordering of some type may be recommended. (not necessarily required in
all situations.)
Size: 37"x37" or 9.5 sq.ft. per tile
Thickness: 1-1/8" only
Weight: 66lbs per tile
Application: any hardened, compacted surface, ideal for both in-ground and resurfacing.

Shipping: 25 tiles per 4x4 skid, skid weight of 1,650 lbs
Price: $7.50 per sq.ft.
The standard colours
Black

Redwood

Terracotta

Grey

Green

Brown

I-Mat
Characterized by the "Dog-Bone" pattern, this I-mat offers a full 4 way interlock
design capability in a large 12 sq.ft. tile. Like our original I-Mat, this tile is
recommended for all pedestrian, and agricultural applications and is ideal for
installations on a compacted gravel base. In areas where there are no edge or wall
restraints, snap-edging or restraint bordering of some type may be recommended.
(not necessarily required in all situations.) Please note that pre fabricated edging is
available.
Size: 32"x54" or 12 sq.ft. per tile
Thickness" 1 – 1/4”
Weight: 85lbs per tile
Application: Ideal for all installations, over any leveled and compacted surface.
Delivery: 4-6 weeks FOB Rockwood, On or Legal, AB
Shipping: 25 tiles per 4x5 skid
Sugg. Retail: $7.50

Black

Redwood

Terracotta

Grey

Green

Brown

Multi-Brick
The Multi-Brick tile is a square yard tile that once installed gives the look of
traditional interlocking brick in an alternating pattern. Though the Multi-brick tile
once installed appears to interlock, the edges are square and butt up to each other to
portray that impression. With this style of tile it is highly recommended that some
type of solid curb be present to hold the tiles together and in place. Once installed
these tiles hold all the beneficial characteristics of the other tile styles.
Size: 36"x36" 9sq.ft. per tile
Thickness" 1”
Weight: 44lbs
Delivery: 4-6 weeks FOB Rockwood, On or Legal, AB
Shipping: 1" - 40 tiles per skid
Sugg. Price: $7.50/sq.ft.
The standard colours
Black

Redwood

Terracotta

Grey

Green

Brown

Churchill
Identical to its brick brother, these traditional pavers are of course made from
recycled rubber. With this style of tile it is highly recommended that some type of
solid curb be present to hold the tiles together and in place. Once installed these tiles
hold all the beneficial characteristics of the other tile styles.
Size: 4x8 – 6x6
Thickness" 2
Packaged: by skid
Delivery: 4-6 weeks FOB Rockwood, On or Legal, AB
Shipping: by 4x4 skid
Price: $11.00/sq.ft.
The standard colours
Black

Redwood

Terracotta

Grey

Green

Brown

Flexi Grid
Introducing Flex-GridTM the perfect solution to keep those paddock entrances level
and dry…and keep horses from constantly digging holes in their stalls.
Flexi-GridTM panels are 3’x 3’ by 2” deep grid squares that are manufactured from
recycled tires. This gives each panel the flexibility to conform to the landscape that it
is applied to, yet provides the durability to withstand both heavy equine, vehicle and
equipment traffic. No matter the weather conditions Flexi-GridTM will support the
ground in these heavy traffic areas while providing a constant level surface and
optimum drainage.
No more mud in the hooves which can create hoof issues, pulled shoes and in some
cases leg and tendon damage. No more getting the tractor, truck or atv stuck in the
mud when bringing out water or hay.
Once installed, the unique individual grid squares retain the soil or aggregate you
apply. Even if the ground is not perfectly level, Flexi-GridTM will follow the
contours of the surface and hold the fill in place. This can protect the grass roots as
the traffic does not make contact with the root structure. If you are using an
aggregate base, Flexi-GridTM will keep the area intact and prevent ruts and holes
from constant traffic and digging. The soft yet firm and durable surface offers a more
comfortable surface for horses to walk on, yet durable enough for your truck or
tractor.
Get Flexi-GridTM ...the easy leveling alternative for your problem areas. Another
great and environmentally friendly product from the makers of SoftStallTM
Thickness: 2”
Size: 3’ x 3’
Weight: 45 lbs
Colour: Black
Application: Base Stabilization
Shipping: 30 tiles / 3’ x 3’ pallet
1300 lbs / skid
Retail: $4.95 per square foot

